**Communications**

- **CTAF**: 122.9

**Navigation**

- **Elevation**: 1655’ MSL
- **TPA**: 2655’ MSL (1000’ AGL)
- **Runway**: 17/35; 1975’x40’; Gravel
- **Lights**: None
- **Latitude**: N 48° 59.90’
- **Longitude**: W 118° 13.36’

**Services**

- **Fuel**: None

**Notes**

Unattended. Vehicles, pedestrians and animals on and in vicinity of rwy. Shoulders very soft and rough both sides of rwy. Contact owner for facility information prior to use. Canadian and U.S. customs available on hwy to the west. U.S. based acft should park on the U.S. side of ramp (south) and Canadian based acft should park on north side of ramp.